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Thank you Madam Chairperson, distinguished delegates and fellow indigenous friends 

I am here to state the situation of the women in the Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT), 
Bangladesh. As you know, there had been a more than two decade-long armed conflict 
between the indigenous Jumma people and the Bangladesh authorities in the CHT. The 
conflict ended after signing a Peace Accord between the two sides in 1997. 

The worst segment of the indigenous people affected by the conflict were the children 
and women. Hundreds of Jumma women were subjected to rape, kidnapping, killing and 
torture. The Jumma people hoped that the human rights situation in the CHT would be 
improved after the Peace Accord. They also hoped that the atrocities committed by the 
Bangladesh forces against the Jumma people would be ended. But unfortunately, there 
has been no positive change in the human rights situation in the post-Accord CHT. In the 
post-Accord CHT, 18 Jumma women including 4 minor girls were raped by the security 
forces and Bengali settlers; 12 Jumma women were kidnapped and 410 Jumma including 
25 women were physically tortured. 

Very recently, on 2 2 n d May 2001, a group of army indiscriminately tortured the villagers 
of Barachandra Para in Matiranga area and raped three Jumma women. The victims of 
the rape are Ms. Pubali Tripura (23), Ms. Karandi Tripura (20) and Ms. Sanità Tripura 
(16). The police denied accepting the cases tried to be filed by the guardians of the 
victims against the culprits. 

Madam Chairperson, the fundamental reason of continued violations of human rights is 
non-implementation of the CHT Peace Accord. All the core issues of the Accord such 
as— function of the Land Commission for settlement of land disputes existing between 
the indigenous people and Bengali settlers, rehabilitation of the Jumma refugees and 
internally displaced Jummas, withdrawal of temporary military camps and Bengali 
settlers from the CHT, making the voter list with only permanent residents of CHT, 
transfer of authority to the Hill District Councils—have either been left unimplemented 
or partially implemented or twisted. At present, the process of implementation of the 
Accord is totally stopped. 



The state-policy of making the CHT a Bengali dominated region has been mostly 
responsible for non-implementation of the Accord. The government has taken measures 
for legalization of the settlement of the Bengali settlers in the CHT in violation of the 
CHT Accord. 

Finally, Madam Chairperson, I urge international community, particularly the UN to 
monitor the implementation process of the CHT Accord for protection of human rights 
and peace in the CHT. 

Thank you Madam Chairperson for your kind attention. 


